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Clients

Bülent Levi

Akzo Nobel

US Navy (NATO)

American Express

Polar (Venezuela)

Bayer Turk Kimya

Procter & Gamble

Borusan Holding

Roche

Eczacıbaşı Holding

TNT Express

Efes Pilsen
LC Waikiki
Levi Strauss
Nivea

Bülent was born in Istanbul in 1967. After graduating from Saint Michel
French High School he earned a BA degree in Business Administration
from

Boğaziçi

University

(Istanbul)

and

an

MA

degree

in

Communication Studies from Emerson College (Boston, USA).
He started his professional carreer in the marketing department of
Procter & Gamble Turkey. In 1991 he was transferred to the company’s
Spanish offices. In 1995 he became Warner Home Video Spain’s
Marketing Director. In the year 2000 he became the Marketing and

Sara Lee
Sun Microsytems
Sony Music
TeliaSonera

UPM

Testimonials
Bülent, in accordance with his past experience as well as
his trainer identity and personal characteristics, gives the
lectures in a way in which the trainings turn in to a great
experience for the participants. Participants are looking
forward to have the trainings, and everybody listens
enthusiastically with high level of participation. After the
training, together with the awareness created, each
participant is ready to apply what he/she has learned
from the training, into the real life. This proves how
successful Bülent is!
Bilge Çetin
Eczacıbaşı Holding

Sales director of SOGECABLE’s (Spain leading Media conglomerate)
Multimedia division (Internet and interactive TV).

“Mr. Bülent Levi;

From 2002 on, he is working as a freelance consultant, corporate

• Explains things in a concise and comprehensive way,

trainer and literary translator. Since 2006 he has been collaborating

• Maintains attention, encourage participation,

with Management Development Center, Blanchard International®

• Open to questions, enriches his answers with
personal experiences,

Turkey in Turkey, and with The Ken Blanchard Companies, worldwide
as a consultant/trainer. Bülent Levi speaks Spanish, English and
French.

• Strong communicator, establishes a good dialog with
participants
• During the training preparation stage and the actual
workshop open to communication and supportive
• Thus, due to above mentioned qualities, he is a
preferred facilitator for us.
Jülide Zincirci –HR Manager –
Akzo Nobel Boya A.Ş.

When a training turns into a great experience, this is
partly due to the content but the real merit belongs to
the trainer. An enthusiastic and intelligent person like
Bulent, himself deeply convinced of the benefits of the
tools that he explains, encourages participants to put the
skills they have learnt into practice. The training was very
rewarding and a great experience for all participants.
Francesca Roca
UPMRaflatac Iberica S.A.
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